The Democrats: Kennedy won't run in '84; cites his family, divorce

WASHINGTON (UPI) — While saying he "would not be surprised" Sen. Edward Kennedy has little interest in running in '84, a new poll indicates. Kennedy, who was named yesterday as the Democratic nominee for president by a supercommittee of Democratic leaders, said he would not be surprised if he were named the party's candidate.

"We just backed away on a decision," said Kennedy. "We've just got too many things to do, too many responsibilities to the family and too many responsibilities to the people we represent in the Senate." Kennedy said he would not run in '84, but he did say that if he were asked to run, he would do so.

"Our decision was based on the broad expectation that the Senate would come back to Washington in November," Kennedy said. "We are not interested in running in '84, but we are interested in running in '88." Kennedy also said he would not run in '84 if the Senate did not come back to Washington in November.

Funds go untapped, aid service asserts

JAMES BAKER, Jr.

Billions of dollars are available to help tens of thousands of Americans, but many programs aren't used because of red tape and bureaucratic obstacles.

"We are faced with a crisis of underuse," Baker said yesterday. "We're not using the money that's available to us." Baker said the government has identified $10 billion in unspent funds, but only $3 billion have been used.

Baker said the government is trying to clear the bureaucratic hurdles that prevent people from getting aid.

"We are trying to remove the red tape and bureaucracy that stand in the way of getting aid to people," Baker said.

The government is also trying to make it easier for people to apply for aid.

"We are trying to simplify the application process," Baker said. "We want to make it easier for people to get the help they need."
**City**

**School renovation deemed too costly**

By Mark Leonard

Staff writer

A $1 million price tag for the renovation of Central Junior High School for an addition was turned down by the City Council last Tuesday. The City Council had voted to move forward with the renovation at the Jan. 22 meeting, but the council members were concerned about the $1 million price tag.

Although Neumann agreed the school is "good enough" for renovations, he said the school's small size and new construction make it ineffective.

``Schools are my favorite places in the world,'’ Neumann said, but the council members felt it wouldn't be cost effective.

``We need to do belt-tightening, people begin to think only about their own situations,'’ Neumann said. "We have to do this to save the city from the ground up,'’ a new council member said."
Turner discredits nuclear freeze

Adm. Stansfield Turner

"As nuclear forces are increased to an unprecedented level, the prospects are that the United States may find itself in a position where our adversaries are able to destroy the United States in a matter of minutes," Turner said.

"A policy of deploying nuclear forces to meet the Asian threat is not viable," he added.

Turner said that a significant portion of the American public is not aware of the dangers of nuclear war.

"The American people are not aware of the dangers of nuclear war," he said. "And they do not understand the nature of the threat."
Promotion continues for UI vitality fund

By Jane Tyree

Even though the door has been slammed several times on the institutional vitality fund, UI faculty and staff have not given up.

"The fall we've been told about the state cutting temporary faculty," Randall Brossman, UI vice president for finance and business commented. This fall, UI administration, faculty and staff treated Iowa City and Iowa State college and universities, parents and friends about the situation. Two years ago a goal of the emergency fund was to be able to start the new school year in better financial condition with the "economic situation the way it is.

In upcoming budget hearings, the Iowa Board of Regents will meet with Ron Robert Paul and Governmental Budget to review the UI and state needs of the appropriations.

The vitality fund has a top priority of the regents, but some have been slow to respond for other needs of the regents. To get a response for UI's vitality fund — hard to get around it is.

And to enhance the legislation or give a hand or the university is facing. The UI president wanted. "We are and it's not fair. We are not responsible for the money if it comes up with some sort of legislation."

"We weren't really pulling the vitality fund at these times. But I think the more we can get exposed — some more (I) get to go through."

You could have saved your best friend $48 last year!

And you can still save them $48 this year. Yes, if you had purchased your best friend's Termele Touch-Your-Prize game last year, the savings in phone rental would have been $48. "We're still offering the same savings to the people who have used it in the past."
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School prayer tests fede

OKLAHOMA CITY (UPI) -- As the nation goes to the polls to vote for the future of the Reagan years, a heated debate is raging in the Oklahoma legislature to see if the state's Constitution allows for prayer in the schools.

Tested a year ago, a challenge to the state's ban of school prayer did not hold up.

The state, along with several others, have tested the ban in the past, but none have held up in court.

"The issue is whether the state can ban prayer in schools," said Richard Schwelker, the executive director of the Oklahoma Federation of Families for Life.

Schwelker, who favors the ban, said the test is a way to see if the state can "make prayer illegal." He said he would be "happy to see it banned.

Schwelker said the issue is a state's power to control what is taught in the schools and what is not.

"We're not trying to protect the state's freedom of religion," he said. "But we're trying to protect the state's freedom from religion."

"The issue is whether the state can ban prayer in schools," said Schwelker. "The issue is whether the state can ban prayer in schools, and that's what we're trying to protect.
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Health officials may face cuts

WASHINGTON (AP) - senator-designate Linahompke has been faced deep cuts in two of his bills, including legislation for the Food and Drug Administration and the Department of Health and Human Services.

The proposed cuts are part of a larger effort to trim federal spending, and they reflect the administration's broader push to reduce the budget deficit.

The bills were introduced early in the current Congress, and the senator-designate has been working closely with his colleagues to find ways to offset the cuts without sacrificing important programs.

School prayer trial tests federal stand

OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla. - A trial that will test the limits of religious activities in schools will take place at the Oklahoma City Public Schools, according to a federal judge.

The case involves a dispute between the school district and an organization that seeks to allow students to pray during school hours.

School officials say they want to ensure that religious activities are not being promoted at school, while the group argues that students have a right to pray at any time.

The trial is scheduled to begin next week and will be closely watched by educators and policymakers nationwide.

Drive against alcohol deaths begins

By Mark Lennard

Cedar Rapids

At the urging to make a national effort to reduce the number of alcohol-related deaths, the Iowa Department of Transportation has launched a program aimed at helping police and other law enforcement officials.

The program, called 'If It's Drinking, Drive Home Program,' is designed to identify and report alcohol-related crashes.

Last year in Iowa, 7,000 people died in alcohol-related crashes, according to the Iowa Department of Transportation. Since the program began in 1981, the number of deaths has dropped by about 20 percent.

If people are sensitive to alcohol deaths, then hopefully there will be fewer deaths this year," said Thomas.

During a press conference Tuesday, Transportation Commissioner Donald McVey said the program has helped save lives in many of these crashes.

To combat the problem, a pamphlet is being distributed to help people make the right decisions when it comes to drinking.

"If the drinking drivers in those areas
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Appropriateness of pay hike is questioned by Branstad

DES MOINES (UPI) - Governor-elect Terry Branstad said Wednesday he was surprised at the possibility of a raise for top state officials when salaries did not keep up with inflation. "We're looking at a raise," said Branstad when salaries of Treasurer-elect Michael Fitzgerald and Attorney General Tom Miller - who is not related to the salary commission chairman - would receive a $7,300 pay raise.

The commission also proposed to increase the salaries of Secretary of State Michael Fruechte and Secretary of Agriculture Robert LeViney to $43,500.

"We're keeping them in line," he said. Branstad's pay should be increased to $77,500, said Branstad's pay should be increased to $77,500.

The commission's proposals drew predictable fire from state workers, reacted angrily to the commission's recommendation. "We were told we were ridiculous and out of line with other states," said one worker.

"I'm surprised as hell," said one worker. "I thought they were going to give us a raise." "I was as surprised with the amount of people that were angry," said one worker.
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Listen, gentlemen.

Tuesday night's 'social function' held by the Iowa City Jaycees - a later show five days after the one - was apparently - a success in the eyes of those attending. According to a TV news report, they were 'surprised' that the function had drawn a large crowd of people, including the National Organization for Women, which protested outside the Onion Inn, where the function was held.

The Jaycees, as a private organization, are perfectly entitled to sponsor such an all-male event - for 'gentlemen only' - as their organization maintains. But it can really be a sad surprise to some that Iowa women were offended.

Naturally, theJaycees continue to refrain women membership in their organization, and they are currently using the Cedar Rapids chapter for allowing women to join. Given their stated goals - to train leaders in membership and public service - it seems they give for nothing women are offending. The amicable severance is that they simply do not want women around or equal.

In local Jaycees to inaugurate such a show in Iowa communities, in effect, they are saying that women are unacceptable as equals, but welcome as assistants. To justify the show as an opportunity to ship for their wives and girls, to judge that they are an opportunity to humiliate, and that any support they are of the organization's high-minded goals is a mockery. The expanded time of the event is clear from the invitation. "We have extended an invitation to the Old Timers. We sincerely hope that there is a clear idea to all that, and as reported, some of the latest "females" and carriages" from the "gender issues".

It is easily to dismiss the protests as an issue of too few of the little house. But this major league function is a symbol of that. Not just of what the organization's high-minded goals is the problem, but also of what they are of the organization's high-minded goals is the problem. Not just of what the organization's high-minded goals is the problem, but also of what the organization's high-minded goals is the problem.

We address this biologic miracle in their organization, and deliberate within this, and unless our goal, I'm that the event can draw the attention of the most extraordinary biological individuals, or at least those that have outlines of life in the future. We have some more to do, we can't even tell what will happen, we can only see the cost of their four to five million dollars. But the boy, the most extraordinary biological ones, we can't even tell what will happen, we can only see the cost of their four to five million dollars. But the boy, the most extraordinary biological ones, we can't even tell what will happen, we can only see the cost of their four to five million dollars. But the boy, the most extraordinary biological ones, we can't even tell what will happen, we can only see the cost of their four to five million dollars. But the boy.
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One of the most depressing aspects of the entire affair was that the Johnnies, who were protesting so strongly, were not present. We should applaud the actions of the women who tried to protect those girls. The event was an opportunity, the one time, we should realize we still sincerely hope that these older gents will act their expected, some of the outfits around as equals.

It is remarkable that a woman whose husband was at the show against her wishes drove million for president should be big news - especially two years before the Iowa caucuses in 1976.
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Kennedy

"The key issue is not how much we give, but how we decide to give," said Robert F. Kennedy in a speech at the University of Iowa in 1963. "I want to challenge you to think about the best way to channel the power of our money to help those who need it most."

Wastewater

"It is now acknowledged by virtually everyone—Americans and Soviets—that we have both reached a point of redundancy. As Winston Churchill said more than three decades ago, additional nuclear weapons will only have the effect of making the problem worse."

ATTACKING VIRTUALLY every area of the Reagan administration’s nuclear policy, Czech and Reagan presented the threat to the United States, making it clear that the two nations were in an arms race.

"As virtually every authority has pointed out since the speech," Clark said, "the president’s presentation of the facts to the public is a great deal to be desired. It is clear that these facts were incorrect, but that they are not accountable.

"We need the facts to make war and peace decisions. To know the facts is to take the responsibility and action that they require."
Baylor signs multi-year Yankee pact

NEW YORK (UPI) -- One Baylor football coach will also be a Yankee Conference football coach next season.

Baylor Coach Ted Patrino, who will direct the Bears in the Big Eight next year, has been named assistant coach of the New York Yankees.

Patrino, who has been at Baylor since 1974, will join the Yankees on a one-year contract, according to team officials.

In his three years at Baylor, Patrino has compiled a record of 18-6-3.

He has been at Baylor since 1974, when he was named head coach.
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Sports

Well-rested Hawk swimmers visit Champaign for Illinois Invitational

By All Hasselback

A week after competition, the Iowa women's swim team will return to Champaign, Ill., this weekend for the second of its invitational assignments.

The Illinois Invitational has a similar format to the Big Ten Championships which will be held at the end of February. The most significant difference of the two meets is Friday night, which will be strictly on Saturday and on Sunday.

"If the Illinois Invitational gives the girls the opportunity to swim as well as the Champs, then I think they are ready," Iowa Coach Don Sammons said. "Don't write anything off in Illinois, but by the Big Ten Championships we'll have a better idea of where we stand.

With Iowa, Illinois and Wisconsin comprising the invitational, basically books that Wisconsin, who are leading 20-6, winning the dual meet; Iowa is leading 48-4 in that head-to-head with the Hawkeyes to know the edge because of its depth.

RANKINGS are held by the Midwest, who established a new record in the meet against Iowa, Iowa also was leading the three in the Big Ten meet. Certainly Iowa has leaped Illinois will be tough. "Last year (Illinois) didn't have the depth, but last year was not in the same way. They are making big strides, they have the resources for depth.

The Illini have several events which are planned at the Big Ten Championships last year that will be competing. Lauren Padmore finished in the top three in the Big Ten meet last year in the 100 back and dive.

"We have a good chance of getting third place in the meet," Kennedy said.

"I think the girls are working hard and looking forward to the Big Ten Championships," Kennedy said. "Our girls are working hard and looking forward to the Big Ten Championships."
Sports

Under pressure, Kiffin resigns North Carolina State football post

BUENOS AIRES (UPI) -- North Carolina State coach Monte Kiffin resigned yesterday, citing a lack of support from school administration officials. Kiffin had been offered the job with the Wolfpack in December but turned it down due to the coaching change at Miami. Kiffin's contract expired at the end of the 1992 season, and he was seeking to renew it with the school. Kiffin's resignation came after a meeting with school officials. The departure of Kiffin leaves the Wolfpack in a difficult position, as they are looking to replace a head coach with a proven record.

Wednesday's transactions

College

Wisconsin's Todd Van Emst signed a letter of intent to attend the University of Wisconsin. Van Emst is a versatile athlete who played both football and baseball in high school.

NBA

The Milwaukee Bucks signed guard Tim Bogette to a multi-year contract. Bogette had been playing in the NBA for several years and was a key player for the Bucks in recent seasons.

NFL

The New England Patriots released wide receiver Terry Glenn. Glenn had a strong season with the Patriots last year, but struggled with injuries in 2002.

Baseball

The Atlanta Braves traded pitcher Tim Hudson to the San Diego Padres. Hudson had been a key member of the Braves' pitching staff but was looking for a change of scenery.

Boxing

The World Boxing Association announced the results of its latest rankings. The new number one in the lightweight division is Johnny Tapia of the United States. The new number one in the welterweight division is Floyd Mayweather Jr. of the United States. Both fighters are considered to be among the best in their respective weight classes.

Other Sports

The National Basketball Association (NBA) has announced the results of its latest player draft. The first pick of the draft was made by the Sacramento Kings, who selected forward Kevin Durant from the University of Arizona.

Scheduling

The National Football League (NFL) has released its 2003 schedule. The league will play an 18-game season, with each team playing six home games and six away games. The season will begin on September 7th, with a game between the New England Patriots and the Miami Dolphins.

RUGBY

The Rugby World Cup has announced the teams that will be participating in the tournament. The teams include Australia, England, France, Italy, New Zealand, South Africa, and the United States.

Soccer

The World Cup Qualifiers have begun, with teams from around the world competing for spots in the 2006 tournament. The qualifying process involves multiple rounds of matches, with the top teams advancing to the final round.

Squash

The World Squash Championships have been held in London. The tournament is one of the highest-profile squash events in the world, with top players from around the globe competing for the title.

Tennis

The Australian Open has been held in Melbourne, with players from around the world competing for the title. The tournament is one of the four Grand Slam events in tennis, and is considered to be the first of the year.

S办学

The National Science Foundation has announced the recipients of its latest grants. The grants are awarded to researchers from universities and other institutions to support their work in various fields of science.
Actor Wynn works to remain 'current'  

Hollywood (UPI) — Actor Wynn was in his 69th birthday suit and as far as his critics were concerned, his best suit came after his show in November at the Hollywood Bowl.

The veteran character actor, with four decades of work that includes 10 pictures, four hours of TV and the return of "Dallas," is one of the most respected and admired members of the entertainment industry. He is also known for his roles as the California tycoon in "Beverly Hills Cop," the loathing for acting in "The Return of the Man From UNCLE."

In his recent performance in "The Return of the Man From UNCLE," he said, "I'm working because I'm current." He said that means people think he's in it to the world of TV and the return of "Dallas." He said that he's as up-to-date as any actor in the film industry.

"I've always worked as an actor. I'm not paid to sit around thinking about the good times," he said. "When I was in movies, they never became passe. I'm still working because I'm current." He said that he's as up-to-date as any actor in the film industry.

Wynn is known for his roles in "The Return of the Man From UNCLE," "Like Mike," "The Return of the Man From UNCLE," "The Return of the Man From UNCLE," "The Return of the Man From UNCLE," and "The Return of the Man From UNCLE." He said that he's as up-to-date as any actor in the film industry.

"I've always worked as an actor. I'm not paid to sit around thinking about the good times," he said. "When I was in movies, they never became passe. I'm still working because I'm current." He said that he's as up-to-date as any actor in the film industry.

"I've always worked as an actor. I'm not paid to sit around thinking about the good times," he said. "When I was in movies, they never became passe. I'm still working because I'm current." He said that he's as up-to-date as any actor in the film industry.
Films

Robert Altman's "Cassavetes' Thursday" is a punk rock landmark in a career of landmark making. Oddly enough, the cinema's leading man is an old man (Keenan Wynn) whose love affair with a young woman, played by Geraldine Chaplin, is the only tender moment in a film filled with moments of fragility. This is as much about the collapse of the innocence of the 1960s as it is about the collapse of Altman's vision of America at a time when Western imperialism and natural emotion in the city were both what every other character was running from. But the political plot is only the role offensive even to an inveterate political plot. Instead, the movie's central character, however much of a fighter as heavyweight champion Larry Holmes, is an old man (Keenan Wynn) whose love affair with a young woman, played by Geraldine Chaplin, is the only tender moment in a film filled with moments of fragility. The uniformly excellent acting is underlined by Altman's directorial style, not the least of which is his reversion to the visual puns, references and shot Altman created a montage of a small screen.

But the political plot is only the role offensive even to an inveterate political plot. Instead, the movie's central character, however much of a fighter as heavyweight champion Larry Holmes, is an old man (Keenan Wynn) whose love affair with a young woman, played by Geraldine Chaplin, is the only tender moment in a film filled with moments of fragility. The uniformly excellent acting is underlined by Altman's directorial style, not the least of which is his reversion to the visual puns, references and shot Altman created a montage of a small screen.

The uniformly excellent acting is underlined by Altman's directorial style, not the least of which is his reversion to the visual puns, references and shot Altman created a montage of a small screen.
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Actress Rampung hopes to dispel her movie image as a ‘black lady’

By Rosanna T. Mauze

BOSTON — Charlotte Rampung made her film debut in a British production titled ‘Blonde Helga’ in which she portrayed a slum girl. Her performance was universally praised, and she was soon cast in a series of films in the U.S. that were equally successful. Her role in the lead of ‘Blonde Helga’ earned her a nomination for Best Actress at the Academy Awards.

Rampung’s screen persona, best evidenced in America, is that of a femme fatale. She is known for her seductive look and an air of mystery that she carries on screen. Her characters are often portrayed as scheming women who manipulate men for their own gain. These roles have been both praised and criticized. Some believe her performances are too one-dimensional, while others argue they are just what the genre demands.

Rampung also delved into acting, appearing in several plays on Broadway. Her performances were praised for their depth and emotional range. She was nominated for a Tony Award for her work in ‘Blonde Helga’.

Rampung has also ventured into directing and has had several works produced under her own banner. Her films are often praised for their originality and social commentary.

‘I find real truth in making films about women,’ Rampung said. ‘Women have always been very tough ladies, and I want to show them as they really are.’

Other women in the industry have praised Rampung’s work, saying she brings depth and complexity to her roles.

Rampung recently completed work on a new film, ‘Blonde Helga II’, which is set for release in the fall. She promises it will be different from her previous films and will explore new themes.

‘I want to keep pushing the boundaries of what I can do,’ Rampung said. ‘I want to make films that resonate with women and speak to the experiences of women around the world.’

Films

Sensational as she looks on screen, Rampung is an enigma off camera. She is known for her reserved simplicity, and few know much about her private life. She is often seen with her poodle, which she named ‘Blonde Helga’. She is also known to enjoy reading and spending time in her garden.

‘Blonde Helga’ is perhaps her most iconic role. The film, which she wrote and directed, explores themes of power, manipulation, and the complexity of human relationships. It has been described as a modern-day ‘Red Riding Hood’.

‘It’s a film about women who are not afraid to take what they want,’ Rampung said. ‘It’s a film about women who are strong enough to stand up for themselves.’

Rampung’s work has been praised for its boldness and innovation. She is known for her willingness to take risks and push the boundaries of what is expected of women in cinema.

‘I want to create films that challenge stereotypes and push the boundaries of what is considered acceptable,’ Rampung said. ‘I want to create films that are thought-provoking and that make people think.’

The road to Rampung’s success has not been easy. She faced many obstacles along the way, but she remained determined and continued to push forward.

‘It’s not easy being a woman in this industry,’ Rampung said. ‘It’s been a tough road, but I’ve never given up on my dreams.’

Rampung has been a trailblazer for women in cinema, and her work has inspired many others to follow in her footsteps. She is a true icon, and her work will continue to resonate for generations to come.

‘I want to continue making films that speak to the experiences of women around the world,’ Rampung said. ‘I want to keep pushing the boundaries of what is expected of women in cinema.’

Rampung’s work has earned her several awards and accolades. She won a Golden Globe for Best Actress in ‘Blonde Helga’ and was nominated for an Academy Award for Best Actress in ‘Blonde Helga II’.

‘I want to continue making films that speak to the experiences of women around the world,’ Rampung said. ‘I want to keep pushing the boundaries of what is expected of women in cinema.’

Crossword

ACROSS

1. Rampung’s favorite bloomer...(14)
2. Rampung’s alma mater... (9)
3. Rampung’s signature gesture... (11)
4. Rampung’s beloved pet... (10)
5. Rampung’s latest film... (16)
6. Rampung’s next project...(9)
7. Rampung’s latest publication... (10)
8. Rampung’s most recent role... (11)
9. Rampung’s latest collaboration... (10)
10. Rampung’s latest achievement... (16)

DOWN

1. Rampung’s most famous role... (10)
2. Rampung’s latest book... (11)
3. Rampung’s latest interview... (9)
4. Rampung’s latest activity... (10)
5. Rampung’s latest interview... (11)
6. Rampung’s latest achievement... (9)
7. Rampung’s latest project... (10)
8. Rampung’s latest film... (11)
9. Rampung’s latest collaboration... (16)
10. Rampung’s latest publication... (16)

Solution:

ACROSS

1. Rampung’s favorite bloomer...(14) - "Blonde Helga"
2. Rampung’s alma mater... (9) - Cambridge University
3. Rampung’s signature gesture... (11) - Curling around a Gitane cigarette
4. Rampung’s beloved pet... (10) - Poodle named ‘Blonde Helga’
5. Rampung’s latest film... (16) - ‘Blonde Helga II’
6. Rampung’s next project...(9) - ‘Blonde Helga III’
7. Rampung’s latest publication... (10) - ‘Blonde Helga’ memoir
8. Rampung’s most recent role... (11) - Leading lady in ‘Blonde Helga II’
9. Rampung’s latest collaboration... (10) - with director John Doe
10. Rampung’s latest achievement... (16) - Golden Globe for Best Actress

DOWN

1. Rampung’s most famous role... (10) - ‘Blonde Helga’
2. Rampung’s latest book... (11) - ‘Blonde Helga’s Guide to Life’
3. Rampung’s latest interview... (9) - Rampung speaks about her latest project
4. Rampung’s latest activity... (10) - Writing a children’s book
5. Rampung’s latest interview... (11) - Rampung on the making of ‘Blonde Helga II’
6. Rampung’s latest achievement... (9) - Academy Award nomination for Best Actress
7. Rampung’s latest project... (10) - ‘Blonde Helga III’ in development
8. Rampung’s latest film... (11) - ‘Blonde Helga II’
9. Rampung’s latest collaboration... (16) - with director John Doe
10. Rampung’s latest publication... (16) - ‘Blonde Helga’s Guide to Life’
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